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Author’s response to reviews:

RV1 - Background - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer.
RV1 - Methods - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer.
RV1 - Results - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer.
RV1 - Discussion - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer. Further discussion has been presented and previous studies referenced.
RV1 - Limitations - Addressed

RV2 - Background - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer. The two articles suggested by the reviewer have already been cited.
RV2 - Aims - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer.
RV2 - Methods - I don't wish to confuse the reader by addressing how many neonatal records were in the maternal records as I don't think it adds any value to the project.
RV2 - Results - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer. Concerning blurring between the results and discussion, minor edits have been done and major additions have been made to the discussion to satisfy the comments made by both reviewers.
RV2 - Discussion - edits made as suggested, happy to receive further feedback due to major additions.
RV2 - Limitations and Conclusion - changes addressed as suggested by reviewer.
RV2 - Referencing corrected within Endnote.
Please note addition of table 5 as per reviewers comments.